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INTRODUCTION TO "THE NEW ASTROLOGY"
A UNIQUE BLEND OF WESTERN AND CHINESE ASTROLOGY

Report and Text Copyright 2005 Suzanne White
The contents of this report are protected by Copyright law.

By purchasing this report you agree to comply with this Copyright.

The New Astrology report blends Western signs with Chinese signs and comes up with 144 "New"
signs. If you are a Sagittarius and were born in the OX year 1949, then you are a Sagittarius/Ox. Simple.
Take your regular, familiar astrological sign and match it with the animal sign of the year you were
born. And you have found your New astrological sign.

Everybody has a dual nature. Some people are naturally greedy and grasping about money. But
surprise! These same people can be generous to a fault in emotional ways, strewing sentiment and
affection on their entourage like Santa Claus on a gift binge. People are complicated. They baffle us
with their contradictory behavior. We even confuse ourselves with our own haunting ambivalences.
How come you get along with Jack and care so much about him when in fact he gets on your nerves?
Jack has an abrasive personality. You know that. But you can't help liking the guy. He fascinates you.
Why? It's a dilemma. With a solution.

The New Astrology attempts to help us understand human behavior within the universe through
the "marriage" of occidental and oriental astrology.

The Chinese have divided time differently from us Westerners. Whereas we have 100-year
centuries, the Chinese have periods of sixty years. We divide our centuries into ten decades. The
Chinese divide their sixty-year spans into "dozencades" or twelve-year periods.

In the West, we divide our year up twelve times by its suns. Each 30 day month has its own
astrological name.  Every year our cycle begins anew.  In the East, each year within the twelve-year
dozencade has its own animal name. At the end of each twelve-year period the Chinese cycle begins
anew.

The twelve occidental months have celestial sign names: Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo,
Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, Pisces. The twelve oriental years have animal sign
names: Rat, Ox, Tiger, Cat, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Goat, Monkey, Rooster, Dog, Pig. In both cases the
astrological sign name refers to the character of people born under its influence. The cycles of names
always repeat in the same order.

So, in fact, everybody in the world has not just one, but two main astrological signs: a Western
"month" sign and an Oriental "year" sign. One sign is complementary to the other. Taken together, they
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show us more about the individual than either one can on its own. In the New Astrology, if someone is
born in Aries and is also born in a Horse year, that person's New Astrology sign is Aries/Horse.
Aries/Horses, as you will see, are not the same as Aries/Cats or Aries/Tigers.

There are 144 New Astrology signs. Each is a combined East/West sign. Through the New Astrology
we can learn to get along better with our friends, family and loved ones. We can find out why we tend
not to harmonize with certain people. We can improve our knowledge of them, and of ourselves.

Western and Chinese Astrology Ruling Elements:

Western astrology uses four ruling elements:

Fire, Air, Earth, Water. Each Western astrological sign is ruled by one of these elements:

Fire:
*  Aries,  Leo,  Sagittarius.
* Fire signs are characterized by Movement, Obsession, Energy.

Air :
*  Gemini, Libra,  Aquarius.
* Air signs are characterized by Receptiveness, Intellect, Aspiration.

Earth:
*  Taurus,  Virgo,  Capricorn.
* Earth signs are characterized by Function, Practicality, Solidity.

Water:
*  Cancer,  Scorpio,  Pisces;
* Water signs are characterized by Emotion, Compassion, Perception.

Chinese astrology uses five ruling elements: Metal, Water, Wood, Fire  and Earth. The animal signs are
governed by only four of these. All  five elements are used elsewhere in Chinese astrology, but for our
purposes in The New Astrology we need only  know:

Metal:
*    Positive Metal-Monkey,    Dog.
*  Negative Metal-Rooster, Pig.

Water:
*    Positive    Water-Rat.
*  Negative Water-Ox.
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Wood:
*    Positive    Wood-Tiger,    Dragon
*  Negative Wood-Cat.

Fire:
*    Positive    Fire-Horse;
*  Negative Fire-Snake, Goat.

Planets:

Each sign in Western astrology is ruled by one or more of ten planets or heavenly bodies. These are the
"stars" astrologers are always said to be gazing at. The planets influence a sign's character. Your
position in the heavens helps to predict the future.

Aries is ruled by Mars representing: Impulse, Action, Bravery.

Taurus is ruled by Venus representing: Acceptance, Vanity, Love.

Gemini is ruled by Mercury representing: the Intellect, Change, Adaptability.

Cancer is ruled by the Moon representing: Receptivity, Emotion, Viscera.

Leo is ruled by the Sun representing: Assertiveness, Will, Majesty.

Virgo is ruled by Mercury representing: Analysis, Absorption, Logic.

Libra is ruled by Venus representing: Sociability, Persuasion, Luxury.

Scorpio is ruled by Mars and Pluto representing Courage, Creation, Passion.

Sagittarius is ruled by Jupiter representing: Expansion, Vision, Justice.

Capricorn is ruled by Saturn representing: Solitude, Rigidity, Ambition.

Aquarius is ruled by Saturn and Uranus representing: Individuality, Cosmic Consciousness,
Obligation.

Pisces is ruled by Neptune and Jupiter representing: Enigma, Inspiration, Compassion.
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Chinese astrology does not concern itself with celestial bodies. If Chinese astrologers look to nature for
influence, they consult the climatic changes on Earth, the seasons or the moon's effects on the Earth.

Qualities:

Western astrology uses three different qualities: Cardinal, Fixed and Mutable.

CARDINAL: Aries, Cancer, Libra, Capricorn-Dynamic, Authoritative, Active, Energetic.

FIXED: Taurus, Scorpio, Leo, Aquarius-Concrete, Limited, Purposeful, Conscientious.

MUTABLE: Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius, Pisces-Moving, Adaptable, Harmonizing, Versatile.

Are the Yin and the Yang Qualities Too?

Yes. In Chinese astrology, yin and yang are qualities. But yin and yang are far more powerful than
our qualities because yin and yang are the two major and only forces in the Chinese philosophical
universe. For them, everything present in the universe is either yin or else it is yang. Everything. Tables,
chairs, light bulbs, cousins, aunts, uncles and kitchen sinks!

In a way, yin and yang can be compared, in Western culture, to the application in certain languages
of the qualities of "masculine" or "feminine" to inanimate objects or intangible nouns. Though it does
not seem to make sense, in French a table is feminine. A log is feminine. A shoe is also feminine. Parks
are masculine. Lakes too. Feet are masculine. So are eyes and foreheads. But mouths and even teeth
are feminine. Worry is masculine. So are gossip and lipstick and panty hose.

Though we may want to look for sexual significance in the application of gender to nouns, there is
none. That's what makes it so difficult to remember from one language to the next whether a noun is
considered masculine or feminine. Is the application of gender to nouns then perfectly arbitrary? Well,
it must have come from somewhere. But nobody knows exactly how, when or why.

There are no genders in the Chinese language. But, without saying how, when or why, Chinese
philosophers can feel whether a thing or a person or an idea is yin or yang. It's just there. A known fact.
Yin is rooted in the sun. Its goal is darkness. Yang is rooted In the Earth. Its goal is light.

Like everything else, each Chinese animal sign is either yin or yang.

YIN: Rat, Ox, Monkey, Cat, Dog, Pig.

YANG: Horse, Goat, Tiger, Rooster, Dragon, Snake
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What is Yin and What is Yang?

Yin:

The Chinese say that yin people are mainly interested in what happens in groups. They are
frequently preoccupied with the organization of collective or communal events. They are attracted to
politics. They are self-confident. They trust nobody. They need success to survive. They worship
efficiency. They are always questing after well-being for themselves and for those they love or like.
They have good health and long life but may be prone to accidents. They don't smile a lot. They dress
conservatively. They are not spiritual. They love their families. They are material.

The way I see it, yin is open, civilized, interested in the good of others. Yin likes parties, feasts,
holidays, sex and anything else that provides it with intense company. Yin is not feminine. But it is
sometimes said to be subjective. Yin is active in the world. Other-directed. Public. It is different from
and equal to yang.

Yang:

The Chinese say that yang people are loners. They are individualistic. They are meditative. They are
spiritual. They smile a lot. They have no sense of groups or family. They have delicate health. They like
to dress for show. They avoid chains of command. They love nature. They are nonmaterial. Their only
goal in life is personal development. They are objective. They keep their own counsel.

The way I see it, yang is closed, unsociable, private. Yang likes books, music, gardening, long walks or
anything that brings him closer to himself and nature. Yang is solitary. Self-directed. Yang's equilibrium
comes from within.
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Your Sun Sign
Western Astrology

Your Sun sign is Virgo.

Month: Approximately August 24 to September 23.
Ruler: Mercury.
Element: Earth.
Quality: Mutable.

Virgo is the sixth sign of the occidental zodiac.

Characteristics of Virgos:

LUCIDITY, PRACTICALITY, DISCRIMINATION, SERVICE, COURTESY, DECORUM.

Virgo sins may include: NIT-PICKING, METICULOUSNESS, NEGATIVISM, CRANKINESS, SNOBBERY,
RESERVE.

Show me the upstanding citizen whose "rightness" and probity put every other sign to shame and I
will show you a Virgo. No other sign of the occidental horoscope system (except at times the Capricorn)
has such a well-developed sense of what is proper and meet in any situation. You are clear-thinking and
almost never miss the mark. You are logical, analytical and keeps a cool head.

You are not cold-hearted or indifferent. You are loving and even slightly grasping about your love
objects. You are both sensual and gentle. But what is so peculiar to Virgos is your ability to penetrate
the fog of subjective thinking that surrounds emotion-laden situations. Run up to a Virgo and cry, "My
house is ablaze! My children are inside! Help! Do something!" The Virgo: "Where do you keep your
ladder'" Practical and down-to-earth, you can be looked to by almost any of the rest of us hysterics to
keep calm and do the right thing.

Because Virgo people are methodical, you enjoy living in organized and pleasantly decorated
surroundings. You are concerned with precision and enjoy keeping order. Meticulous to a fault, you
have to struggle to accept untidiness.

Often people in high positions in industry turn out to be born under the sign of Virgo. In power,
however, you sometimes have trouble getting along with your coworkers. You have difficulty
communicating your displeasure without being biting and critical. Diplomatic, you are not. But your
ability to analyze complex situations is at the least astute.
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You are gifted at art appreciation and are very often creative. You have good taste and know how
to judge fine quality. Often you have collections of delicate antiques or precision instruments. You
know how to take care of things and can be trusted to return borrowed items.

In the shortcoming department, you may like to gamble, try drugs or dabble in the seamier sides of
life. You can become an addict or near-residents of casinos. Drugs have a sedative effect on you. A
desire to alter your rigid consciousness? A need to vacate? Whatever. You must be on guard against
self-destructive tendencies.

Virgos can be terrible snobs. For some reason, you often think yourself a separate and not-so-equal
being in relation to the rest of the world. You like to have "important" friends and tend to stick up your
nose at "trashy" people. Perhaps, as Virgos are so orderly, anybody slightly less exacting seems beneath
you. In any case, I always feel that Virgos need a good tickle. You are a bit on the stiff side and could
stand to have a turquoise popsicle melted over your head.
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Your Chinese Astrology Sign

Your Chinese animal sign is DRAGON.

Dragon is Yang. Dragon is the fifth sign of the Chinese horoscope.

Dragons have the following characteristics:

STRENGTH ENTHUSIASM SUCCESS PLUCK GOOD HEALTH SENTIMENTALITY.

Dragon sins may include: RIGIDITY INFATUATION MISTRUST BRAGGADOCIO DISSATISFACTION
VOLUBILITY.

You can always tell a Dragon. But you can't tell him much. People born under the flashy and
brilliant sign of the immortal and tireless Dragon are most of all noticeable. For a start, you are rarely
silent. Secondly, you are almost always highly attractive and magnetic. There is something about you
that says, "I am the majestic one. I rule all men. I am invincible."

Dragon people possess natural authority. You command other people's attention. Once someone is
under your spell, they cannot take their ears off your fiery discourse. Dragon enthusiasm is contagious.
Your big green heart are set on encouraging everyone.

Nothing, in fact, daunts you. You know best, and most, about everything that applies to your own
destiny. You usually have a mission or a goal so ambitious as to frighten three lions and a gorilla.
Fearlessly, without blinking an eyelid, you will go through fire and up the mountainside into any battle -
and you usually emerge victorious.

The Dragon is irresistible. You do not possess mere magnetism. Oh no. You have the power to
cloud other people's minds, put them off guard and tumble them squealing with joy to the floor of your
cave. Dragon women are so attractive that even when you are not particularly beautiful, all eyes are on
you when they enter a room. It's a question of bearing.

This magnificent presence is not only useful to you in affairs of the heart. You employ your magic in
professional ways too. I wouldn't say that Dragons are power-hungry. You don't set out to pursue
influence and conquer others to acquire it. You are born with your power.

Energy and health fairly beam from you. Even apparently reluctant Dragons show their vigor. You
are tireless, going from work to meetings and back to work, and then to a party, and afterward home to
bed down the kids, and then out to another gathering, and finally home to stay up and listen to some
music and chat with your spouse. Ask the next vital, busy, noisy person you meet what their Chinese
sign is and they will very likely tell you "I'm a Dragon!" in no uncertain terms.
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Crying definitely gets your attention. That's right. Sniveling. Sobbing. Bawling. When you see those
tears, you begin to warm up, glow with pity and finally melt into a greenish heap of altruism. Tears will
melt even the scaliest Dragon heart. You are all terminally sentimental.

Finally, what the Dragon needs most from those who live with him and share his life is indulgence.
If you make too much brouhaha and wake the baby, you don't do it on purpose. You just have to turn
up the radio and rumple the newspaper and make loud pronouncements. You really can't help it if you
disturb others. You like parties, festivals, holidays, picnics, fireworks and roller coasters. Give you a
crepe paper streamer and a paper hat and you're happy!
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Your Chinese and Western Astrology Sign

You are a Virgo/Dragon. The description below applies to you.

The Attributes of Virgo are:

LUCIDITY NIT-PICKING DISCRIMINATION NEGATIVISM COURTESY SNOBBERY PRACTICALITY
METICULOUSNESS SERVICE CRANKINESS DECORUM RESERVE. "I analyze" Earth, Mercury, Mutable.

The Attributes of Dragon are:

STRENGTH RIGIDITY SUCCESS MISTRUST GOOD HEALTH DISSATISFACTION ENTHUSIASM INFATUATION
PLUCK BRAGGADOCIO SENTIMENTALITY VOLUBILITY. "I preside" Positive Wood, Yang.

VIRGO/DRAGON:

You combine Virgo decorum with Dragon sizzle. This Dragon is hard-edged. You have enough spunk
and perseverance to take a dare to walk across Australia - solo! You always maintain a coy Virgo reserve
in order to keep Dragonish taste for fresh blood under dignified wraps. If you're looking for
performance, it's a hard to beat combination. The fiery Dragonesque soul is tempered by your taste for
social grace. You are ambitious and have a mind like a platinum bear trap.

You have less braggadocio and volubility than other Dragons. Yet, when you are angry (which is
frequently), fireworks invariably occur. The marriage of Dragon to Virgo, with all of your possible
complementary traits, is just a shade too self-interested to be called harmonious. Virgo/Dragons are
picky and strong-willed. You carry a harsh and vituperative tongue around in your heads. The general
atmosphere is not exactly cozy.

Although you start out life bursting with sentimentality and tender heartedness, adulthood brings
disenchantment. The result is a jaded, blasé and sometimes even dangerous grownup.

Driving volition is an important Dragon/Virgo personality trait. You go at life with a burning zeal
that borders on fanaticism. There is, of course, much success out there for such determined people. But
there are also a lot of dead bodies in your wake. What Dragon/Virgo wants, Dragon/Virgo gets.

You can be thoroughly attractive. You carry yourself with a certain arrogance and you know how to
dress. You are born with good health and stay in shape to preserve that state. You want to "make it" in
life, to beat out your competition, to take the world title in your field, and nothing will stand in your
way except your terrible temper.
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Virgo/Dragons are stompers and fumers and fussers and screamers. You are furious about one-
third of the time - at your families, at your bosses and at yourself. You despise failure, and even hate
yourself for a tiny booboo or goof such as hitting your finger with a hammer. Such tempestuous
behavior, of course, repels people who might be able to really care for this alluring demon. You are
your own worst enemy. You are sassy and you don't know how to remain invisible.

There isn't much room for small talk with you. You will prefer getting immediately to the nitty-
gritty. Poetry is hardly your favorite entertainment. You likes competition, sports, war, business deals,
and starring roles. Forget the gingerbread. Just give you a hunk of raw meat to chew on.

Seriously, you are lucky to possess inordinate self-confidence. You will always keep a clear head.
You can be counted on to finish what you start and you are not often a disappointment to colleagues
and partners. You demand your share in life, and you most often get it.

LOVE:

The personal lives of Virgo/Dragons don't prove so felicitous. Of course, you are constantly pursued
by members of the opposite gender because you reek of sex appeal and mystique. But unfortunately
you are more fascinated by your career and your social effect than by intimacy with one person.

COMPATIBILITIES:

In general you favor Rats, but Taurus and Capricorn/Rats are your most vulnerable targets for
romance. Taurus and Cancer/Roosters keep you quite busy too, as do Taurus, Cancer and
Capricorn/Monkeys. You will be floored by the sexy Scorpio/Snake. Gemini, Sagittarius and Pisces/Dogs,
with their constant hesitations and doubts, irritate you. Oxen, both Sagittarius and Pisces, are your
most notorious foes. Steer a wide berth.

HOME AND FAMILY:

The decor will be stark and striking. The whole scheme of things in your environment is severe and
in excellent taste. Your choice of furniture is generally conservative and not too comfortable. One must
not lie down or lean too far into idleness. You are welcome but don't linger, is the Virgo/Dragon's
motto.

It takes the Virgo/Dragon quite a while to get around to having a family. Often you will decide on
children later rather than sooner in married life. Virgo/Dragons make responsible yet demanding and
disciplinary parents. When you pass middle age, you tend to revert to your original sentimentality, too.
You are the kind of people who mellow with age. You make indulgent grandparents, compensating for
all the rigidity of your middle years.
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PROFESSION:

You are happiest and most fulfilled by your work. You are talented in every type of career that
permits personal promotion and an eventual rise to the top of the heap. You are more restrained than
most Dragons. Your eye never strays from the ball and when you connect, it's home-run time. You
make a peppy, fire-eating boss. You will attempt to be fair so long as others don't get in your way. Then
you feel "all's fair in love and war," and will act accordingly. You make a very competent employee
whose main concern is getting praise for getting the job done. This can be exciting and a relief for an
overworked employer. However, you will always try to leapfrog your superiors and in some way or
other scramble your way to the best job in the house.

Careers suitable to the Virgo/Dragon are:

Politician, theatrical or film director, judge, stockbroker, entrepreneur, athlete.

Some famous Virgo/Dragons:

Paul Williams, Raquel Welch, Jimmy Connors, Brian de Palma, Hans Hartung, Linda Gray, Merlin
Olsen, Régis Debray.


